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Subject Area Committee Name: Developmental English 

Outcome Being Assessed (Critical Thinking, Written Communication, or 
Quantitative Literacy): Critical Thinking 

Contact Person:  

Name e-mail 
Leslie Boyd 
David Jacobsen 

lboyd@pcc.edu 
djacobse@pcc.edu 

 

Narrative 
 
Why did your SAC choose to participate in MSC?   
The DE SAC chose the MSC in part because our work in the 2015-16 assessment cycle suggested that 
critical thinking in Reading 115 could use closer examination. The decision was also based on the 
SAC’s programmatic changes, including transition from stand-alone Reading to integrated Reading 
and Writing (IRW). What does your SAC hope to learn from the project? The DE SAC seeks to 
understand the extent to which the RD 115 courses and assignments elicit evidence of critical thinking 
and how this course level compares to others in relation to critical thinking. We also hope to establish 
some understanding of a baseline for critical thinking as this course evolves in our program.       
 
 
What are your SAC’s plans for the data when it becomes available next fall?  How do you hope to use 
the information to improve student learning? The results of the MSC data from our RD 115 artifacts 
will be examined as a comparison between RD 115 stand-alone, distance learning, and IRW deliveries. 
The data will be used to align curriculum, assignments, and assessments for greater consistency in 
delivery for students across the district. Student learning will be addressed through greater 
consistency and understanding of assignment design, as well as evaluation of these outcomes using 
the MSC critical thinking rubric.       
 
 
Continued, next page. 
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Background Information 
Which courses (e.g.,  SOC 204, BI 211) are artifacts being selected from?  
RD 115 
 
What process is in place to gather artifacts from the courses you have chosen? 
 

 All instructors teaching the course(s) from which artifacts are gathered will contribute artifacts. 
 A representative sample of instructors in terms of full / part-time status and in-

person / distance learning modality will contribute artifacts.  
X A voluntary group of instructors will contribute artifacts. 
 
(Note that volunteer sample groups inherently introduce bias to the process.  Sometimes they are 
unavoidable, however, depending on the degree of instructor involvement in the assessment process 
within a given SAC.)  
 

End of Planning Section!  Complete the next portion in the 
spring of 2017 after assessments have occurred. 
 
How did your SAC determine which instructors were going to participate in MSC? 
Voluntary participation of RD 115 instructors. Initally, 58% of RD 115 sections (22) were represented, 
with 50% of the faculty teaching it (8FT, 6PT) participating, representing all four campuses. By the 
time artifacts were submitted, the participation changed to 9 instructors, or 32% (8FT, 1PT), 
representing 32% of the sections (12).  
 
What type(s) of assignments are the artifacts? (E.g., a paper (note 3 page 
minimum for Written Communication or Critical Thinking), exam, project, or 
other. Note that team projects are not eligible.)  
The artifacts varied as instructors decided individually which of their assignments best represented 
Critical Thinking and met the MSC requirements. The artifacts varied, including essays, annotated 
bibliographies, long-answer response to exam questions, and information literacy reports.  
      
 
Did faculty use a shared, common assignment, or did assignments vary? 
 
     As noted above, the assignments varied.  
 
Please provide a description of your SAC’s process for ensuring that the 
assignment was likely to elicit evidence of student attainment for a majority of 
the selected VALUE rubric’s elements. (If faculty attended an assignment design 
workshop, which one(s) and who attended? If assignment design was carried 
out by the SAC, how did that work?) 
Three DE faculty (2FT, 1PT) attended the assignment design workshop in January. Following that 
workshop, Leslie held a SAC-specific assignment design workshop at CLIMB that was attended by 
seven faculty (4 FT, 3 PT from all campuses), five of whom ultimately provided artifacts. Another 
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assignment design workshop was held at RC for part time faculty, and faculty at Sylvania conferred 
with one another and by phone and email with Leslie.  
The assignment design workshops were valuable not only in ensuring that expectations were clear for 
students to do their best in conveying their critical thinking, they also provided fodder for productive 
discussion among faculty about clarifying our own purposes for  the assignments.  
 
Examination of the Critical Thinking rubric also encouraged us to examine the relationship between 
what we teach in the classes, how that translates into assignments, and how we ultimately assess 
student achievement of outcomes.  
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